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JURUPA VALLEY: Rock starts trip to LA Tuesday
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The rock is chained to the trailer and associated hoists to
distribute the weight, and wrapped in plastic to protect it from
vandals.
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The next couple of days are going to rock in Jurupa Valley.

A 340-ton boulder bound for a downtown Los Angeles art museum starts its 100-mile move through four

counties Tuesday, but not without a sendoff celebration.

Meanwhile the mini-mountain and its giant trailer and trucks is parked along Pyrite Street near Highway 60.

Security is keeping a close eye on it, as is nearby Stone Valley Materials Inc., the quarry where the boulder

originated.

A number of residents congregated Sunday to snap photos and check out the mammoth machinery involved in

moving the rock.

“It’s impressive,” said John Sierra, 66, of Jurupa Valley. He strolled around the site with his camera after, he

said, his wife called him when she spotted it from the freeway.

“Word is getting out,” Sierra said.
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Crews will spend 11 days hauling the boulder to the Los Angeles County Museum of Art on Wilshire Boulevard.

It is the centerpiece of an outdoor exhibit by Michael Heizer. The boulder will be placed atop a 456-foot earthen

slot, to appear as if it is floating.

Museum officials said the megalith — similar in size to the blocks used for Egyptian pyramids — is one of the

largest moved since ancient times. Heizer developed the idea for his Levitated Mass project in 1968, but only

proceeded when he found the right boulder, according to a LACMA project summary.

Moving the massive stone is no small feat. A specially designed trailer distributes the weight and secures the

almost 22-foot-tall rock. Three large tractor trucks pull and push the 200-foot-long trailer which, when combined

with the rock, weighs 1.2 million pounds.

The height and weight means the rock has to follow a circuitous route to downtown Los Angeles, taking it through

22 cities, as far south as Long Beach, before heading north to LACMA. Under the direction of Hanjin Shipping,

the trailer will move about 9 miles per day, on average, and only move at night. Power lines and stoplights are

often time-consuming impediments for large loads.

Sierra said he remembers two years ago when nuclear equipment headed for Arizona slowly made its way

through Southern California, leading to road closings.

“I saw that one, too,” he said, standing in the shadow of the rock. “This is bigger, taller.”

The trip makes for a complicated combination of engineering and public agency permits, which have delayed the

rock’s trip in the past. The move was initially slated for August, but called off when officials sought additional

permits and had to verify bridge heights and weight limits and confer with area utilities.

The rock will get a sendoff Tuesday night from Riverside County, said Stephen Vander Hart, co-owner of Stone

Valley Materials. A barbeque is planned for 8 p.m. Tuesday at the Pyrite Street parking spot. The crew will start

moving the rock around 10 p.m.


